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Category: other-general

My client is a leaving provider of precision metal fabrication solutions and they are seeking

a Welder/Fabricator to join their team based in Manchester. As a Welder/Fabricator you will

play a pivotal role in the production process, contributing to the fabrication of high-quality

metal components and structures.(Welder/Fabricator) - Position Overview Fabricate and

assemble sheet metal products according to engineering drawings, blueprints and

specificationsOperation sheet metal machinery including press brake machine.Utilise hand

tools and welding equipment to join metal parts together, ensuring accuracy and adherence

to quality standards.Perform quality inspections on finished products to verify conformance to

specifications and identify any defects or imperfections.Collaborate with engineering and design

teams to troubleshoot issues, propose solutions and optimise fabrication

processes.Maintain a clean and organised work environment, including proper storage and

handling of materials and equipment.Follow safety protocols and procedures to prevent

accidents and ensure a safe working environment for yourself and your colleagues.

(Welder/Fabricator) - Position Requirements Time served as a sheet metal worker or

welderTime keeping & punctualConfident reading and working to manufacturing drawings

(critical)Experience MIG and TIG welding thin plate mild and stainless steel

(essential)Experience operating CNC Press Brake (preferred)Experience welding aluminium

(preferred) (Welder/Fabricator) - Position Remuneration Monday - Friday8 hour

shifts07:30 - 16:15 Mon - Thurs07:30 - 13:30 Friday39 hours per week£16 - £17 per

hourCompany PensionOn site parkingOvertime available at 1.5x but is not regular Streamline

Search is a technical recruitment agency based in Chichester, West Sussex operating across
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the United Kingdom. We are acting as a Recruitment Agency in relation to this vacancy, and

in accordance with GDPR by applying to this post you are granting us consent to process

your data and contact you in relation to this application.

Apply Now
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